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WHAT
TIME IS
IT YO?

the playa haters. They also control
your Goddamn time, because they
control your Jesus and your Allah

Do you have the time to give some
time to your people or will you let
time pass you buy with life on the
plantation? Does the nation you
belong to have an army? Make it
nation time on your mind. Times

Out! Stay alert, strong &
conscious. No time for
COONING!

Re-Submitted by Divine1on1

T

except if you are too high and ego
trippin!

he plantation is when and

where Caucasians monitor your
arrival, your phone time, your
break time, your bathroom time,
your sit-down time, your stand-up
time, your how much space you
occupy time, your talk time, your
over time and your departure time.

Caucasians control your eat time,
where you eat and maybe what you
eat. They also monitor whether you
make enough money to eat, drink
or be merry. They monitor your
grooming time; you better appear
& dress like this time, your snitch
time and your bitch time. They
even monitor your time-out. The
boss-master decides how much
vacation-time you get and the boss
of the boss decides if you qualify to
have sick-time. “You fired” means
they monitor your whip appeal time
too. OOPS! They control your
“Let’s Chill” time too Boo.

No time to be
COONING!

time. You dig…time is running out
Yo. Caucasians control yo time as a
gangster and the time they be real
gangster on yo azz Boo. Who you?
It’s time for a change. You need to
get some time for Yo SELF.

Crackers down wit the jail time,

Caucasians control your time in

just like it was yo time to cry or
time for yo to get bail or a time to
give up and out to die. No time for
jokin’. The whole world thinks u a
clown on lock-down.

the game, your time in the saddle or
whether you spend your time riding
the pine, because they control
SHOWTIME. They control how
much playtime y’all playas get and
they also control the pout time of

Well, now is the time to reflect on
yo lifetime and not spend so much
time messin’ around. It is reality
time. You do not have much time
left to be phony. There is no time
like the present for Black time,

CRACK HEAD
NEWS
WHO WANTS TO BE
ASSIMILATED
EDITION?
We reserve the right to crack on
those we feel are trying to be
“slick”. It’s time to crack on the
dirty rats trying to escape from
their culture. The dirty rats want to
double-cross their ancestors. They
think bodyguards will protect them.
The fools…don’t they know about
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Black Magick! Crack head news is
an equal opportunity finger pointer.

Black GrapeVine news- White
people do not want to be integrated
or assimilated. That’s something
Negroes tend to proclaim, want and
are willing to die or kill for.

Getting a Black President wasn’t
on the Civil Rights Agenda.
Neither was there any economic
program.

Nobody has ever taken the time to
teach Afrikan people that they are
chemically & neurologically
different than anyone else. They
can raise and honor differences
about everything on this planet
(plants, animals) except humans.
Why is that?

If it weren’t for Blacks slaves, no
immigrants could have come to the
Land of Opportunity, America. It
was the work with no pay for the
slaves that allowed the White
Capitalist the opportunity to send
for more White immigrants, which
wanted to help in their Empire
building. Without the slaves, they
wouldn’t have been able to afford
to pay white laborers low and
minimum wages. Slaves were
never brought to the Americas to
take advantage of opportunities.

Wigga GrapeVine news- White
scientist say they have found a
“gay’ gene, where they can now
produce gay children for same-sex
couples that want their children,
adopted or not, to carry out the
same family values of
homosexuality.

The White woman is not the
Mother of Black civilization and
the Black woman is not the Mother
of White civilization. Don’t let the
theories and mis-educated guesses
get you twisted. Don’t believe the
hype and the urban legends or you
will find yourself cultureless.

The arm of “justice” came down
hard on the slave women who
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chose to resist their oppression by
killing their white owners. Virginia
executed Jane Williams in 1852 for
slashing to death with a hatchet her
master’s wife and infant.

White people could care less if
Black people stopped called each
other ni99ers. They reserve that
right as long as they have power
over a situation, movie, song or
industry.

The food you eat can be either the

White people don’t worry about
what Black people call themselves,
as long as it ain’t White.

The long-standing belief that sugar
causes tooth decay is true, but as a
result of it depleting nutrients from
the body, not because bacteria eat it
and produce acid that ruins your
teeth.

DON’T FEED THE
MONKEYS!

safest and most powerful form of
medicine or the slowest form of
poison. Heal or kill yourself
slowly!

Being successfully self employed

Most of the Black women who

Some prostitutes, male or female,

were executed in the era of slavery
had killed their White masters and
their families. Slave women mostly
strangled, clubbed, stabbed,
burned, shot, poisoned, or hacked
to death their White masters,
mistresses, overseers, and even
their owners’ children. Poisoning
and arson was the most prevalent
methods slave women used to kill
their oppressors.

If the KKK appointed a Black man
as their grand wizard...would you
expect the KKK to help Black
people more?
The violence seen in Black
communities is mostly secondary
evil or trickle down evil. The
primary evil comes from Colorless
people.

You can dominate people when
you confuse them. We have all
kinds of youth and people sitting in
church and school all confused.

C.I. means Confidential
Informant! A term commonly used
in advertising, marketing, Holly
Weird and of course, by the Po-Po.!

Bill Cosby rule- watch who
prepares your drink and never leave
your drink unattended. Somebody
might slip you a Coz!

generally means that White people
don’t get a direct cut of how you
make you’re living.
think they are intellectuals.

There are Po-Po that are serial
killers as well as mass murderers.
These cops contradict the protect
and serve bullshyt! Stay on the
vigilant lookout!

Do Black Churches take any fire
out of any Black movements? What
say U?

If you are a woman and try to
complain about transgender dudes
in the woman’s bathroom at Planet
Fitness, they will drop your
membership. They have a “no
judgment policy” and a “judgment
free zone”. They’d rather get rid of
members instead of just building a
bathroom for transgenders.It seems
that transgender people now have
more rights that “straight” men and
women have. We suppose we are
now all one, big happy family!

Can Black women turn their
shopping money into a Black
investment or do the majority of
Black people still want poor
people’s status symbols?

Coconut oil will help with
Alzheimer’s disease and dementia,
possible reversing the effects. What
you got to lose but your mind?

Can Black men turn their spending
money into a Black investment or
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do the majority of Black people
still want poor people’s status
symbols?

The Social Security Administration
has released data that 6.5 million
people have reached the age of 112
in the U.S. We were just wondering
if you received your check in direct
deposit. We know your
grandmother had passed about 20
years ago. Lmao!

White women are cops, soldiers of
fortune or whatever they have to do
for themselves, their people, their
freedom and their independence.
They ain’t afraid to come in your
hood and take out whatever it is
that will bring them finances or
pleasure. They have been known to
go soliciting from door to door with
clip boards, in business suits,
shorts, trousers, uniforms, jump
suits, Halloween costumes, bra less
and in Victoria Secrets. What they
got to be afraid of? Who wanna do
jail time?

In the sixties, White women were
able to turn many a Black man that
once considered themselves Black
Nationalist, into feminists. Today
you still see many of these males,
clinging onto White females. Yeah,
a few of the Black females, from
back in the day, are clinging onto
White females too.

A whole slate of "alternatives to
incarceration" has arisen. From
electronic monitoring and
debilitating forms of probation to
mandatory drug testing and the sort
of "predictive policing" that turns
communities of color into open-air
prisons. These alternatives are
regularly presented as necessary
"reforms" for a broken system.

White women have a lot of
activism on behalf of other White
women. Once they get their nut,
they say it should trickle down to
Black women.

The Equal Justice Initiative in a
recent study found that at least 700
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more Black folks had been lynched
in the Dirty South that previously
reported. No one knows how many
Black men and women were
actually lynched. Colorless people
got a record of most everything but
that. The previous number had been
3,959. And somebody say we just
suppose to move on and forget
about the pass, with lynchings still
taking place!

Mentally challenged news- If you

White people always find a way to

to build prisons and dungeons in
Heaven?

reward a Negro or Negress that is
obedient and allows themselves to
be assimilated. They throw them
some crumbs and bacon from time
to time. White people are not
dumb.

think going to a better place is
returning to a White boy’s
plantation, hacienda or Big House,
there is definitely something wrong
with you. Well, that is unless you
want to chop tobacco or pick cotton
again. You definitely need one of
those handicapped stickers on your
car and on your forehead Shawty!

Are White folks gonna be allowed

White broads be coming down to
the club and sticking all dem
Negroes up for their money!

The White authorities executed far
more slave women than what the
historical record reveals. It turns
out that Black women were
fighting back more than some of
the men. They ain’t want no
fu@king job, they wanted freedom.

Now they have “lifestyles” defined
by what human beings do with their
genitals. We cannot make this
dumb shyt up!

Americans can be assassinated by
the American military.

Street prostitutes, male or female,
have few allies.

SOME STORIES ARE
TOO TRUE TO TELL!
What does it feel like to be

truth, but mixes it in with
something that is false!

invisible? We’ve all heard the
expression, “You ain’t nobody!” at
one time or another. That’s how it
feels.

Moor Black GrapeVine news- we

Some of us are still brave! Rapper

hear that when you fill out an
employment application, you must
put down your sex and sexual
preference nowadays. Like age and
race, you won’t be discriminated
against, but they will need to know
what your preference is then. If you
change your mind later, at least the
company & other employees will
be forewarned if your azz die or get
locked-up! M= Male, F= Female,
G= Gay, A= Animal Lover, B=-BiSexual, P= Pedophile, T= TransSexual and W= Whatever! Only in
America!

Talib Kweli announced that he is
joining with activists to distribute
$100,000 in grants to address the
issue of many young Black men
and women in Ferguson still
lingering in jail after being arrested
in protests.

An arch deceiver always knows the

Cops fear prison more than
anything!

St. Patrick’s Day news- Negroes
were out celebrating St. Patty’s
Day, not knowing some of these
Irish cops had gunned down a lot of
Black youth. Go figure! Some of us
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don’t know what to do with
ourselves, until directed!

Black History Newz- If there are
any tough questions that have to be
solved by Black people, comedians,
rappers, wanna be actors & hoochie
girls are now asked for their two
cents worth of answers. Because
they are on television or in the
movies, these azz holes have now
become the public authorities on
Black life in America. Stick a
microphone in their face and they
start telling jokes or acting similar
to Tyler Perry, Bill Cosby,
Common, Raven Simone, Dana
Evans, Kanye West, or Morgan
Freeman. These pretend and Make
Believe Negroes now have
microphones stuck up their azz to
keep the rest of the Negroes in
check.

White history is not factual without
the use of the N-Word and a whole
host of other derogatory terms they
use for Black people or Africans.

Oftentimes, Black boys are killed
for what they might become!

DR. YOSEF BEN
JOCHANNAN LIVES,
ERNIE BANKS LIVES,
SEPTIMA CLARK LIVES,
CHARMAYNE
MAXWELL LIVES, EARL
LLOYD LIVES, PAULINE
LUMUMBA LIVES,
CHARLES SIFFORD
LIVES, JOHNNY
GOSSETT LIVES,
KENNY KELLEY LIVES.
ANTHONY MASON
LIVES and TYNETTA
MUHAMMAD LIVES!
Before being pulled over by the
police, practice sticking your arms
and head out the window. Make
sure you don’t wear locks and
definitely leave your ego at home.
Never make any sudden
movements. These could be
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perceived as threatening. Always
say yes sir, yes ma’am or yes sir
boss. Remember they are there to
serve you. Never leave home
without a dress on, your license,
registration, proof of insurance and
avoid eye to eye contact. If the cop
gets jiggy, be prepared to beg for
your life. The Po=Po are you friend
and always represent truth, justice
and the American way. Whatever!

you are a fool. The only way you
might not be considered a fool is if
you have the means to behead the
sucker!

Uhuru News- Under capitalism,
there will be no help for single
mothers who are struggling to put
food on the table because there will
be no profit for the ruling class.
Under capitalism, there won’t be
community centers in every
constituency to develop our youth
because there will be no profit for
the ruling class. And under
capitalism, workers won’t be paid
what they deserve because there
will be no profit for the ruling
class.

Books & papers that have been
tampered with are controlling most
men, women and children.

Most of the oxygen that we breathe
comes from plants in the sea, not
from trees and plants on the Earth.

The homosexuals are coming out
the closet and trying hard to take
over the insane asylum. They have
overrun Holly Weird and the Music
Industry and are now lobbying their
way through politics.

Negroes cannot escape the color
cast that White people place them
in, not matter what they want to
call themselves.

Cops are not subject to civilian
control. They see themselves as a
military operation.

White supremacy is based on
deception and violence. White
people are masters of deception and
violence.

Never enter into a treaty or a
contract with a predator, snake,
wolf, rat, vampire or devil unless

Resistance is futile. You
gonna be assimilated
Shawty!
Don’t act like you don’t know that
a lot of Black women had killed
their masters, mistresses and their
children during slavery! U dam
right!

Black people need to assimilate
White people into urban, slave
culture and let them see how it
feels. Let them see how it feels to
have no escape Yo and the constant
fear of jail time! Take them back to
a past they may have forgotten.

When I die, the last place I want to
live, to or spend time is a White
boy’s plantation, house, hacienda
or log cabin. I do not want to wash
and anoint his feet with oil.
Whatever! I’m not gay. That ain’t
funny to me.

Do Black women realize that
White women want to be shot
callers and their Mistresses?
History has a strange habit of
repeating itself.

White people are smart enough to
do what they are doing. White
people are not dumb.

The Anglo American Empire is
about the same as the New World
Order. It stretches from New York
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to Washington to London to the
rest of the world.

Most African-Americans are only
Black when it is necessary.

Most of the Black writers that are
highly publicized by Caucasians
have no healthy Black characters.
None!

AUSTRIA
CYPRUS
MONGOLIA
FRANCE
CANADA

Nobody hates cops as much as
poor, white trash.

Danny Glover, Derek Luke, lela
Rochon, Evan Ross, Robin Bobeau

A just paroled White

MOOR QUICK
MOVIE
REVIEWS

I’m gonna do, what I wanna do,

By ya boy DIVINE1ON1

when I wanna do it and ain’t
nobody suppose to say nothing!
The I wanna get slapped rap!

RABBIT PROOF
FENCE

“We are not a White America,
Black America or Latino
America!” WTF! Cut the crap!
America is a White empire with a
bunch of minorities thrown in for
intended service use.

F. Y. I.
(FOR YOUR INFORMATION)

TOP MEAT
CONSUMING
COUNTRIES
TOP TEN
UNITED STATES
DENMARK
SPAIN
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

SUPREMACY
10 out of 10 stars

I’m missing Sorority Sisters on
VH1. It ain’t like they weren’t
really in those sororities. They
expelled and suspended several of
the young ladies. I ain’t even know
White girls were in Black
sororities. To me, it was one of the
realest shows on TV! They threw
shade on their own sisters without
explanation. Whatever, they got the
power to smack down anybody
they feel ain’t in step with their line
dance. Lmao!

an educational tool, good for
myself and a child’s viewing.
Grab your favorite brew and
a plate of shrimp and enjoy
while watching. I know I did.

9 out of 10 stars
Everlyn Sampi, Tianna Sansbiry,
Gracie Fields

This movie, a true story takes
place in Australia, giving the
audience a sampling of life
for Black women there. 3
young ladies are taken from
their families forcibly and put
into training to become
domestic workers. This story
deals with their escape and a
1,500 mile trek across the
Outback, back to home and
kin. This is a very, very
interesting story and shows
our determination and
struggle in an often
overlooked part of the world
we live in. I thought of this as

supremacist and some trashy
white girl, kill a cop and take
a Black family as hostages.
Danny Glover is superb in his
role as the patriarch of the
family, an ex-con himself. He
has to use his wit and
understanding of the racist
mind to free his family. This
was a nice thriller and flowed
pretty well. The story line
seemed plausible and the
dialogue was about right. I
ordered a giant pizza for this
one. You do the same if your
money is right. It may not be
a classic, but the more things
change, the more they remain
the same. This will get you
through the evening.

ADDICTED
8 out of 10 stars
Sharon Leal, Boris Kodjoe, Tasha
Smith, Tyson Beckford, Emayatze
Corinealdi

This movie is taken from a
novel. A married, Black
woman with children enters
into an affair with a White
dude. She is a successful
gallerist and the White dude
is a talented painter. After a
couple hit and runs, she
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slowly losses control of her
life and becomes addicted to
sex and temptations. Home
girl starts getting it on like a
freak. Now this movie never
was all that some Black
women thought it would be.
They thought it was gonna be
a spicy, sexy romance drama
to have fun with. It ain’t. The
ending brings everybody
down to Earth, but I thought
it was put together well. This
one gonna open some eyes a
little bit. I went thru 2 boxes
of pop corn and 2 chicken
sandwiches! Holla!

BEYOND THE
LIGHTS
8 out of 10 stars
Gugu Mbatha-Raw, Nate Parker

What drew me to this picture
is that it was produced by
Amar’e Stoudemire, the
basketball player. It’s the
story of a pop singer that is
very successful at what she
does, but her body and
sleaziness are the top sellers.
She’s in a world that is over
her head and tries to commit
suicide. One of her body
guards, a cop, saves her from
taking her life, seeing the
God in her. The rest deals
with their relations and trying
to find themselves. The story
flows and the music is good.
I don’t think it’ was a great
movie or storyline, but it was
a good effort. A lot can be
learned from this film by the
youth of today that are faced
with all kinds of trials and

tribulations. I hope Mr.
Stoudemire stays with his
production efforts. We need
more like him that invest in
their communities!

WHITNEY
10 out of 10 stars
Yaya DaCosta, Arlen Escarpeta,
Yolonda Ross

I felt Angela Bassett did a
fine job directing this TV
movie. It dealt with
Whitney’s rise to fame and
her 12 year relationship with
her husband Booby brown I
thought Debra Cox did a fine
job with the vocals as well.
The flow of the film was very
good and I saw little tidbits of
Whitney’s reality, many of
the public are not yet ready to
deal with. Same thing with
her husband Bobby Brown!
This cost me two bags of pop
corn with extra butter and 2
glasses of wine. I was in a
groove. Yaya DaCosta was a
very believable Whitney
Houston. You get no negative
opinion from me. Matter of
fact, I checked it out a second
time to hear the singing, to be
sure that wasn’t Whitney. I
didn’t know the first time!

JIMI: ALL IS BY MY
SIDE
6 out of 10 stars
Andre Benjamin

Outkast’s Andre Benjamin
does an excellent job of
playing Jimi Hendrix in this
biopic. This film only covers
a year in the life of Hendrix

in-depth, so it didn’t fulfill
any needs of joy or
excitement that I thought it
would. I’ve seen many a
Hendrix biography, but this
film didn’t capture the spirit
of Hendrix from my view or
the soul of the man. The
picture seemed to be more
politically based, than
spiritual or musical. If it
wasn’t for Andre Benjamin’s
performance, they could have
missed me with this. He was
the only reason I looked to
the end. He did seem
believable with the look and
voice.

TIME IS ILLMATIC
8 out of 10 stars
Nas

I took this dive into this
documentary dealing with the
times and social conditions
that Nas had to go through to
make his debut album in
1994, Illmatic. The whole
situation kind of reminded
me of the Tupac scenario and
happening, but it was mostly
limited to his Queensbridge
New York crew and the New
York hip hop scene. The
picture gets deep and goes
into his family’s jazz and
cultural roots and the death of
his best friend. Many
consider Illmatic one of hip
jops greatest works!

MIDDLE OF
NOWHERE
10 out of 10 stars
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Emayatzy Corinealdi, David
Oyelowo, Lorraine Tiussaint

This is a serious drama about
a Black woman doing nursing
school and her thug husband
gets sentenced to 8 years in
prison. Her sister and her
mother are in her case, with
problems of their own and
she has to make a discovery
of herself. While her dude is
in prison, she is paying his
child support and saving up
money to get him out. This
leads to some mind blowing
decisions, when her man,
don’t make parole after 4
years and some other dude is
trying to get at her. This
scenario was very real to me
and had me on the edge of
my seat, waiting to find out
what was gonna happen.
After this one, I needed me a
stiff drink. No smoking was
allowed.

MEMPHIS
7 out of 10 stars
Willis Earl Beal, Constance
Brantley, Larry Dobson

This seems to be the story of
a singer musician on the
verge of greatness and his
struggles with life in
Memphis. His journey is a
natural and spiritual trip. This
is not an action, thriller film
or one with any type of flow.
At times it seems like a
documentary and I had no
idea who the main character
was. It moved slow. Check
this out only if you got
nothing better to watch. The

things that keep me watching
were the realness and the
beauty of the people in
Memphis.

OMIT THE LOGIC
9 out of 10 stars

that the S.O.S! Another brief
reminder of where you stand
in the current system.

EUROPEAN
FACTS

Richard Pryor

A very interesting
documentary, biography that
fills in a lot of gaps about
Richard Pryor and his rise
and fall and rise again, only
to fall again to fame. The
film deals with his manager
and how he was cheated out
of some money. It also
speaks on his matriarchal
Grandmother who raised him,
his upbringing and his many
wives. Some of the other
celebrities of note were Pam
Greer, Jim Brown, Whoopi
Goldberg and a few other
comics’ insights. A must see
if you loved Richard!

TRASH
10 out of 10 stars
Rickson Tevez, Gabriel Weinstein,
Eduardo Luis, Jesuita Barbosa

This movie is set in Brazil
and deals with 3 knucklehead
boys on the run after one
discovers a wallet, while they
are working a trash dump.
It’s got a nice flow to it with
sub titles, but delivers a good
punch. Dirty cops and dirty
politicians are on their asses.
The picture gives some good
insights as to how poor
people live in Brazil. Check
this out only if you feel a
need for something different

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)
Believe it or not!
White people in their systems,
identify Negroes as a class or caste,
regardless of their shade, age or
whereabouts!

Today, there is a massive surge for
Europeans to built hospitals to
house their lepers under the care of
Africoid people.
The Romans were never really
Christians and the Greeks never
really were democratic. Both
societies were built with slaves.

In Germany, White people placed
Jewish people in ovens because
they didn’t consider them as being
White.

Since the United States was
founded in 1776, she has been at
war during 214 out of her 235
calendar years of existence.

As White women mutate, their
wombs are becoming more
calcified, rendering them useless.
The use of machines to bring their
young to term is a fact of
Caucasoid life.

More murders are committed in
European dominated societies than
any other social orders. To imitate
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Caucasians in any way means an
increase in homicides.

White imperialist, whether
lynching an African, massacring an
Iraqi or slaughtering Afghanis,
have always treated their victims
corpses as photo opportunities.
Many ritualistically take ears and
other body parts as souvenirs of
their deeds.

White people want to maintain
systems where all thinking is done
by White people who want to
maintain White Supremacy.

For a White man, there is no worst
position or condition to be in than
to be beneath a Black man, because
he is educated to see a Black as
totally worthless.
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The Global Slavery Index 2013
defines slavery as the possession or
control of people to deny freedom
and exploit them for profit or sex,
usually through violence, coercion
or deception. The definition
includes indentured servitude,
forced marriage and the abduction
of children to serve in wars.
According to the index, 10
countries alone account for three
quarters of the world's slaves.

America has attacked countries
with weapons of mass destruction,
which they haven’t declared war
on.

REPARATIONS?
Submitted by:

DarkOverLord

Europeans (Whites) in Europe,
only Afrikan (Blacks).

Some prostitutes in the Americas

At least 1 of every 3 Black women
living in Euro-centric belief
systems has fibroid tumors.

The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade
was never considered a war; it was
business & empire building for
White people.

White people have never lived
under a small government. They
depend on the government and
adjoining system for life itself.

When the Europeans came to the
Americas, they brought with them
syphilis and their common cold.
These diseases virtually wiped out
other racial groups.

Germans, by American standards,
are a financially repressed people.
They are not free to over borrow
against overvalued homes.

Now to TIME magazine, We have
mentioned the fact that TIME
(AOL TIME WARNER) does not
have the interests of Black people
at heart. They were Malcolm X’s
sworn enemies. They ragged on
Martin King as they were working
to destroy the credibility with
Blacks through propaganda. Now
they have hired agents to further
protect the interests of White
Supremacy. Look at the Negroes
they promote. They distort them
and NEVER talk about Malcolm
and Marcus Garvey.
Now they bring up reparations as a
way to stop revolution….
Reparations for paying off their
agents to cool down the people?
Reparations to make pathological
ex-slaves love the whites?
Reparations without our people
understanding the nature of war we
are in?

65,000 years ago there were no

and Australia make close to
$200,000 a year, tax free.
Regardless, thousands don’t make
enough on a daily basis to feed
themselves or their families.

planet in the name of world white
supremacy.

As an African who has
dreamed/vividly
imagined/spiritually walked with
the warrior/scholar ancestors in the
spirit/dreamtime world (Nat
Turner, Chaka, Khallid
Muhammad, George Jackson,
Marcus Mosiah Garvey, Malcolm
X), the thought of selling out their
struggle is not an option.
I have formed bonds with others
who have also felt this.
Let all know...there are those
Africans who do not want anything
from the European and their agents
amongst the non-whites.
We want EVERYTHING from
them.
What is living energy that is still
being felt NOW (colonialism,
slavery, new world order), no
amount of money short of ALL
THAT THE WHITES ARE will
begin to right the wrong they have
inflicted in their conquering of the

Reparations for those who have
NEVER HONORED ANYTHING
THEY HAVE EVER SPOKEN
ON. THEIR WORDS MEAN
LESS THAN EXCREMENT.
Be wary of those now, after years
of saying how unrealistic it is, now
promoting reparations for Slavery.

Countries with highest
absolute numbers of
slaves
Country Estimated slaves
India 13.9 million
China 2.9 million
Pakistan 2.1 million
Nigeria 701,000
Ethiopia 651,000
Russia 516,000
Thailand 473,000
D.R. Congo 462,000
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Myanmar 384,000
Bangladesh 343,000

Ranking by prevalence
of modern slavery per
head of population
Rank Country Estimated
slaves Population
1 Mauritania 151,000 3.8 million
2 Haiti 209,000 10.2 million
3 Pakistan 2.1 million 179.2
million
4 India 13.9 million 1.2 billion
5 Nepal 259,000 27.5 million
6 Moldova 33,000 3.6 million
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nationality. Black connects us
back to being the fruit of a
Black woman’s womb. Black
connects us back to the
beginning of all things in the
universe. It is the Divine Black
Hole that we come forth from to
function as a Black whole! Only
knowledge, correct information
and the balls to act on that
information, can free us to rise
again, never to fall! Can we get
a witness and an Amen! May
your heart be light as a feather1.

AFRICANS
The Gospel According To
Kwame Nkrumah

9 Gambia 14,000 1.8 million

“All people of African descent
whether they live in North or South
America, the Caribbean or in any
part of the world are Africans and
belong to the African nation.”

10 Gabon 14,000 1.6 million

KNOWLEDGE OF SELF

7 Benin 80,000 10.1 million
8 Ivory Coast 157,000 19.8
million

Source: Global Slavery Index
2013, Walk Free – Some stats
picked off in the Global White
Supremacy system

THE GOSPEL
ACCORDING
TO AFRIKANS

The Gospel According To
Runoko Rashidi
“When I talk about freeing the
African mind I mean freeing it
from self-hate, self-doubt, fear of
success, fear of defeat and an
overwhelming lack of knowledge
of self!”

PAWNED
SOVEREIGNTY
The Gospel According To
Ezrah Aharone

(OUR STORY)

B

LACK and only
BLACK connects
Afrikan people beyond

“While Black America’s freedom
is limited to “Civil Rights,
Integration, and Citizenship,” EuroAmericans possess “Sovereignty,
Independence, and Statehood.”
This is by far the most
consequential of all racial
distinctions, because “Civil Rights”
do not politically equate to the
supremacy of “Sovereignty.”
Neither does “Integration” confer
the autonomy of “Independence.”

And “Citizenship” is certainly not
synonymous with “Statehood.”
With the power of Sovereignty,
Independence, and Statehood
comes governmental authority to
grant or retract Civil Rights,
Integration, or Citizenship.”

BLACK WOMEN
PRETENDING
The Gospel According To
Shahrazad Ali
“We need the Black men in our
homes because they provide
guidance, protection, direction,
instruction, discipline, gratification
and fulfillment, which a lot of
Black women are pretending they
don’t even need no more, they run
around trying to act like men!”

THE ISIS PAPERS
The Gospel According To
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing
“Single female teenagers cannot
promote psycho-social
development in male or female
offspring. They can only prepare
these male offspring to spend their
lives in penal institutions, while
preparing their own daughters to
become teenage mothers.”

PROPAGANDA IS REAL
The Gospel According To
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing
"We’re propagandized in the
media as to how to think about the
problems that occur. Most people
go along with the propaganda.
Even more specifically, Black
people are being programmed
through the media and television to
really just focus on clowning and
buffoonery, and to be obsessed
with sexual activity and not think—
singing, dancing, and being
obsessed with sex. This is diverting
attention away from what is
actually going on."
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THE EUROPEAN
EMPIRE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Jacob H. Carruthers
"The Europeans, since 1440, have
been reorganizing the world. The
world we now live in was
organized by them. They
conquered the lands of all
continents and unilaterally
redesigned the social and biological
modes of existence. They changed
the course of rivers, removed
mountains, and built deserts. They
created scarcity in the land of
abundance. They moved
populations form one continent to
another. They created new races.
They established themselves as the
master race and all others as their
servants. They made what they like
good and everything else bad. In
order to liberate ourselves we must
take the world and then reorganize
it according to our worldview. Only
then will mankind be allowed to
live in harmony with the universe.
Only then will we be truly free."

THE REAL DEVIL

Assata Shakur
“In some ways it was easier for my
generation. Racism was blatant and
obvious. The “Whites Only” signs
let us know clearly, what we were
up against. Not much has changed,
but the system of lies and
trickology is much more
sophisticated. Today young
StarSeed people have to be highly
informed and acutely analytical, or
they will be swept up into a
whirlpool of lies and deception.”

AFRAID OF NOTHING
The Gospel According To
Andre Lorde
“I am deliberate and afraid of
nothing.”

STRUGGLED WITH
POVERTY
The Gospel According To
James Baldwin
“Anyone who has ever struggled
with poverty knows how extremely
expensive it is to be poor.”

The Gospel According To

JOURNEY TO BLACK
PROGRESS

Dr. Khallid Abdul Muhammad

The Gospel According To

"The white man was the devil
yesterday, he is the devil today, and
he will be the devil tomorrow."

WHITE VIOLENCE
The Gospel According To

Adrian X
“I would rather be with 5 Shaka
Zulus than 1,000 Charles
Barkley’s, in the journey to Black
progress.”

John E. Wideman

AFRIKA

"A serial killer or child molester or
drug addict doesn’t exactly stop
being what they are between
crimes...Yet we address white
prejudice and violence directed at
black people as a series of
unfortunate instances, deviancy
from an enlightened norm."

The Gospel According To

LIES AND DECEPTION
The Gospel According To

Dr. Deku Afrikadzata
“Afrika was called the land of the
spirit. “Ka” means spirit. “Fri”
means come, an Akan word. Come
from the spirit, the land of the
spirit. Some people were trying to
tell us it comes from Greek or
Arab. It’s not. It’s an Afrikan
name. And what it represents right

now is the continent that belongs to
us.”

BAD BOYS
Inner Circle

Nobody now give you no break
Police now give you no break
Not soldier man give you no break
Not even you ‘iden naw give you
no break
Hey
I know sometimes you wanna let
go
Bad boy, bad boys, whatcha gonna
do
Whatcha gonna do when they come
for you?

THUG
Richard Sherman
“Thug” has become an “accepted
way of calling somebody the “Nword.”

DETEMINATION AND
FOCUS
Jim Kelly
“Your determination and focus will
dictate your success.”

JESUS BIRTHDAY
SEASON
Chris Rock
“Now, I don’t know Jesus, but
from what I’ve read, Jesus is the
least materialistic person to ever
roam the Earth…and we’ve turned
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his birthday into the most
materialistic day of the year. Matter
of fact, we have the Jesus Birthday
Season. It’s a whole season of
materialism. Then at the end of the
Jesus birthday season, we have the
nerve to have an economist come
on TV and tell you how horrible
the Jesus Birthday Season was this
year!”

THIRST FOR ANSWERS
The Gospel According To
Huey P. Newton
“I have had enough of religion and
can’t bring myself to adopt another
one. I need a more concrete
understanding of social conditions.
References to God or Allah do not
satisfy my stubborn thirst for
answers.”

WHITE SUPREMACY
The Gospel According To
~DJ~
“White supremacy is a system of
Whites oppressing non-whites
(especially Blacks) for no other
reason than being non-white. The
system of White supremacy is
backed up by the most dominant
political, economic, and military
organizations of the world.”

BLACK POWER
The Gospel According To
~DJ~
“Black power is only necessary to
defend African life against the
ravages of White supremacy. Black
power doesn't affect any other
races; also it doesn't have the power
to ruin lives like White supremacy
does.

CHRISTIANITY
The Gospel According To
President Obama
“Remember that during the
Crusades and The Inquisition,

people committed terrible deeds in
the name of Christ. In our home
country, slavery and Jim Crow all
too often was justified in the name
of Christ!”

BLACK
FACTS

LESBIANISM IN
AFRIKA?
The Gospel According To
Dr. John H. Clarke
“I defy anyone to show me one
single case of homosexuality or
lesbianism in Afrika before the
coming of foreigners. One case of
sexual disease before the coming of
foreigners or any trait that is
against masculinity or femininity.
The Afrikan was a strong believer
in the construct of the family.
Homosexuality and lesbianism is a
negation of the family. What kept
Afrika together and what keeps it
mainly, partly together today is the
family structure. In many parts of
Afrika, even when the water won’t
work and the lights won’t burn, the
family structure works.”
…”The family structure was an
inter-lacing structure. It literally
ruled out homosexuality and
lesbianism. It also ruled out
prostitution, because there were no
girls that were single and very few
men, at a certain age, that were
single.”

F.Y.I:
WHEN
SLAVERY
ENDED!
Puerto Rico- 1873
Cuba- 1886
Brazil- 1888
United States- 1865
Trinidad- 1830’s
Mexico- 1830

All knowledge is rooted in
reality
During the Trans Atlantic Slave
Trade, captured Africans were
branded with coal and hot irons.
All property was counted and
branded.

Afrikan people come from the
human kingdom, not the animal
kingdom.

Afrikans usually have a hard time
seeing and recognizing Arabism,
Islamic colonization.

European culture demeans Afrikan
women. Black women have to be
dirty so that European woman can
be placed on a pedestal above
them.

The first Europeans were Black.
They were not Caucasoids.

Black Law No. 9- there is no
statue of limitations on slavery,
colonization and genocide. We are
going to have to hunt down the
perpetrators and agent
provocateurs.

More and more Black people want
to defeat White people, not impress
them.

Afrikans that were kidnapped and
brought to the Americas were not
only not allowed to marry White
people; they were not allowed to
marry each other.

Africa and Africans did not have a
problem with cancer until they
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adopted a more western lifestyle,
adding meat & refined sugar to
their food intake.

Afrikan women during slavery
were not allowed to be mothers.
They could have children, which
were considered other people’s
property, but they were not allowed
to be mother to their own children.
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Chattel slavery is common in
Mauritania, meaning that slave
status is passed down through
generations. "Owners" buy, sell,
rent out or give away their slaves as
gifts.

Most Black people in the United
States, when they die, hope to live
in a White boy’s Empire or house.

The first Japanese were Black. An

No economy in Afrika was ever

Afrikan element can be found in
Southern Japan and ancient
melanated skulls have been found
in the islands of Formosa and LiuKiu.

based on the enslavement of
Afrikans.

Most of the Black women in the
United States who were executed in
the era of slavery had killed their
White masters and their families.
These Black slave women mostly
strangled, clubbed, stabbed,
burned, shot, poisoned, or hacked
to death their White masters,
mistresses, overseers, and even
their owners’ children. Poisoning
and arson was the most prevalent
methods slave women used to kill
their oppressors.

No man’s socialization is complete,
unless another man plays a part in
that socialization and his learning
to discipline himself.

At birth, there are more Black boys
born into the world than there are
Black girls.

When Europeans write Black
people’s history, they destroy
Black people’s memory.

In Afrika there are no action verbs.

Afrikans are one of two despised
groups listed in the U. S.
Constitution. The other group is the
Indians.

When Black scientist de-mystified
death, dying became ascending into
the 5th dimension.

The majority of the Black men that
were lynched in the United States
were lynched to get them off of the
land that they owned.

The members of NWA feel
that if you want to get rid of
one and forget about the
other, you selling your selfshort.

F. Y. I.

Today some people are still being
born into hereditary slavery, a
staggering but harsh reality,
particularly in parts of Northwest
Africa and Southeast Asia.

Myths, misconceptions, deliberate
distortion and outright lies taught
about black people during slavery
are still a part of white folklore
regarding African Americans and
continue to be taught.

N.W.A.
(NUBIAN WORLD ALLIANCE)

NEWZ
People of other race groups do not
intimidate members of NWA.

You just have action. There are
some things in the Afrikan mind set
you don’t say, you do. Action
speaks for itself.
Afrikans have to face the fact that
many Arabs are still slave traders in
the name of religion.

segregation, church
bombings, police brutality,
sexism, racism, white
supremacy, and genocide
from sea to shining sea.

Both these flags flew over
places where there was
slavery, Jim Crow laws,
lynching, reservations,

Largest Muslim
Populations
In Millions
PAKISTAN –
INDIA –

150 million

123

INDONESIA –

116

BANGLADESH TURKEY IRAN -

110

65

65

EGYPT -

57

NIGERIA -

49

ALGERIA -

31

MOROCCO -

28

SEE
YA!
Please visit the
Nubian Mall!

